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GENE POOL
"Scientists announced today the successful 
introduction of human genes to beef cattle."

—  Philadelphia Inquirer

At first, we noted only that the cattle produced leaner 
meat and less fatty milk. These results were, of course, 
the sought outcome of this experiment.
"But something went wrong with this means of augmenting 
the diner's delight and comforting the consumer," as 
the poem goes.
Strange observations began to come in from our farmers. 
These cattle, they said, did not act as other cattle.
Some steers were seen "abstracted," listening to birdsong. 
Others seemed "depressed" over rainy weather, "delighted" 
on sunny days.

A few evidenced uncowlike "signs of speculation," accord
ing to the observers. Treated cattle "exhibited repug
nance" when their untreated fellows chewed regurgitated 
grass.

Some "sought privacy" to defecate. Experimental cows
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"went mad and melancholic" when separated from their 
calves.
I've seen these beeves. They are like all cattle. Our 
observers are misinterpreting ordinary bovine behavior.
However, I felt the flavor of the meat was a bit off.
I recommend further experimentation.

(Quotation, second stanza: M. Benedikt,
"The Meat Epitaph")

"KALASHNIKOV" STREET

My neighbor makes the best sub-machine guns on our street. 
I do not dispute his mastery of this art.
But there is a time for machine guns and a time for 
shotguns ... and I make the best.
Look! with its short barrels and pistol grip stock, how 
easy to conceal!! Beneath a loose shirt, you can't see

it at all!
Machine guns are fine —  for ambush at medium range, but 
my shotguns do for surprise, close-up —  individual.
I am proud to work on the Street. Everyone here makes 
guns and everyone here is a master of the trade.
We make purse guns, revolvers, automatics, assault rifles 
(best in the country!), heavy machine guns, mortars

and more.
We make, sell and use these guns because custom mandates 
revenge and revenge demands guns.
It is the custom, also, to build high towers. If we are 
offended by a man and he hides, we climb the tower and

wait.
Sooner or later, we get a clear shot. My father "went to 
the tower” for a whole year once. This is hard on a man.
Watching, watching, watching is labor, The towers are hot 
during the day, freezing at night.
My father suffered as the stylite saints of old suffered 
but he got results. Now, Outsider, see how it is with us:
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the army stays away: no conscription. The tax collector 
stays away: no taxes. The police stay away: no jails.
We are free. Custom has done this. Guns have done this.
I am proud of my culture, my trade, my colleagues,

my street.
No place is Paradise (pardon, God: the idea is blasphemy!) 
but, as for myself, I would not live anyplace else.

PERSPECTIVE

_i.
This is a drawing of a man drawing a nude woman. She 
lies on a table with her legs towards him. Seated at 
the other end of the table, the man views her through a 
large grid, like a barred convent window. He sights her 
over a thin obelisk and draws what he sees on a gridded 
paper, square by square. He is concentrated, precise.
She is self-contained, seemingly unaware of his presence. 
Her genitals are covered with drapery. The cloth has 
hard metallic folds that compliment her soft, mollusk 
body.

ii.

The Coast Guard boat blows its horn again and again. The 
wake breaking across its bow indicates movement toward 
the beach. Yet seen at this distance, head-on, it 
appears not to move at all. The people on the beach 
don't notice the boat. They move through the water and 
across the beach, oblivious. The boat blows its horn 
over and over again. Because of the extreme foreshorten
ed view, the boat seems neither to approach nor retreat 
but to remain in a place beyond sensing. The boat sounds 
its horn insistently.

iii.
Very young children cannot appreciate the effects of 
perspective. Some children never develop this faculty. 
Such a child watched his father board a plane. As the 
plane took to the air, the child grew progressively more 
anxious, finally panicked. To the child's understanding, 
his father was actually becoming smaller and smaller, at 
last vanishing entirely. Even the most familiar of 
perspective effects, i.e. : the "growth" of telephone 
poles as they are approached, gives their world an odd
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cast. The mythologies they devise to account for these 
perceptions are oft remarked in the literature.

—  Robert Nagler 
Oxford PA

PARANOIA

I am up on the ridge with strong glasses
watching this guy. He walks around the land real slow,
talking to himself. I can tell this because
his mouth moves and he himself is not eating.
Sometimes he walks up to trees and stares at them, 
if you can imagine that.
In the meadow yesterday he spent time 
dancing, you might say.
First, he stomps down grasses with his feet, 
then he parts the stuff to stare at the ground, 
and then he lies back in the bed he's made, 
sucks on a stem and sleeps for half an hour.
He gets distracted by the birds, mostly, 
but also by noises of all sorts and types.
Cocks his head at clouds, wind, airplanes passing, 
just about everything. Listening 
for what. Maybe me. Maybe
he hears me breathing. Couldn't possibly, but 
this is a weird guy. Every now and then 
he shades his eyes and searches the horizon.
Sometimes he wears a wide brimmed hat so I can't tell 
where he's looking. Maybe
he's looking for me. Out of a clear sky he'll 
sit down suddenly, on a rock, on the bare ground, 
wherever, and look around. Who knows?
Why am I watching this guy, anyway?
If it were me, I'd sure have a funny feeling 
someone behind a tree somewhere, up on a ridge 
had an eye out on me, was keeping track, telling.
Like the other day, he suddenly got down and crawled 
deep into the buckbrush where I lost sight of him. 
Stayed there all morning. I wondered 
why would a grown man want to get down in that stuff 
and get himself all scratched up like that.
I've been in buckbrush and believe me, 
only light gets in there without scratches 
and not much light at that.



Crazy bastard. Damn near lost my patience, 
waiting for him to come out of there. Christ, 
you'd think that he was hiding, or something, 
needed some time alone, or something.

AUGUST THIRTY-FIRST, NINETEEN EIGHTY-NINE
—  for Kerouac

Going up 1-5 with the windows closed and the tape deck
going;

Cannonball Adderly blowing his ass off in a studio in
L.A. in 1962

like he knew
an 8.6 would hit the minute the last note was wrapped.
And California, languid against the windows 
of my '87 Subaru with Cruise Control, tapping 
against the windshield like insects to prove 
there's nothing to be afraid of.
A steady 70 MPH gloss over the tectonics of Lassen and

Shasta
and the auto-reverse turns the tape over to Lee Morgan
playing like he knew that the woman with the gun
was waiting for him at the bar when the set was over.
All those guys going for the moon, clean and pure, 
no more hedging bets, no more
getting rich in the movies, platinum records; 
this is the place; this is it, man;
a feeling, going down the road, coming across the faults; 
the twentieth century, man; the 9.2 around the bend; 
the feeling;
fresh air light as a lover over fresh land; the blue sky 
shrink-wrapped and stretched over brand new history; 
hills pushed up still smelling of tar,
mountain ranges like cake, black glass caves still cold, 
red clay still warm,
buck-tooth tigers and hairy elephants hiding in oak groves, 
redwoods everywhere like baby fuzz;
making it up as it goes along and fuck the rest;
those Chinese guys throwing beautiful poems into streams,
those indians dying only on good days,
those black guys standing up and playing regardless
who's listening;
something in the fresh air that oozes from the faults; 
adolescent gas; it tickles, it hurts;
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makes me care, or maybe makds me 
give even less of a shit than before;

who knows, being
suddenly on the line here, sitting on the back bumper

of the Sube
of all places, only 33,000 miles on it, parked 
at a rest stop in California
asphalted and concreted over, landscaped over
with eucalyptus and lawn; a piss stop
tiled over with porcelain walls to throw poems onto.
It is August 31st, 1989. It is 4:15 P.M. and I am still

alive.
I am snacking on corn chips and watermelon and beer.
Not thirty feet away, on a bench, waiting for a lift, 
three young people are playing blues, guitar and

harmonica,
the girl with them has tired eyes and is dressed

in black.
She may sing when she finishes her cigarette
if the spirit moves her. She may not. Not everyone
steps over the line, opens all the windows, bets 
everything they got on such chancey geography,

such iffy geology.

DO THE TREES FALL IN THE FOREST WITHOUT US?

I have an urge to prune the woods, 
thin the deadwood,
starting with the oaks around the house, 
get out there with saws and shears —  
make 'em look nice, encourage new growth.
'Course, I'd be destroying the habitat of bugs 
and parasites that live in places like that, 
and maybe a few birds and lizards'll have to go 
hungry for a while, but
it's something to do, something more useful, maybe, 
than writing
useless poems about subjects like this, 
trying to publish them, beautify the world 
so full of deadwood, parasites, etc.
I know there are others who feel, from time to time, 
like pruning the trees in the forest, 
and calling it to the world's attention.
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If this poem is ever published, such people can 
write me in care of the publisher.
I probably won't feel this way for long, however, 
so I'm not promising any replies.

THE SCHENKERS

Our little house
in the clearing in the woods
on the side of the hill amongst the oaks
and the pines and the junipers
under the wide sky
is so beautiful.
No telephone, no electricity, only 
space and quiet and birds and animals 
and peace.
So beautiful,
I'd like to put up a neon sign 
on the railing around the deck, 
or maybe in the window facing south
for nobody to see,
just me, and Alice,
maybe our immediate neighbors ...
make for some laughs,
some conversation in town,
maybe make the local papers,
raise some hackles.
I can imagine
all the night raptors in the vicinity 
and all their prey 
sitting out front of the house 
in the middle of the night 
in hypnotic truce.
Take it down in a couple of months 
when the novelty's worn off, 
spend a few years 
sitting on the deck 
thinking up something new.

—  Donald Schenker 
Berkeley CA
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SAINT LEO
—  to gerry and ray and the spirit of the 

49'er tavern, 1971-82
there were thirteen before me who made it to pope, 
i didn't ask for the job, but the position became 
available after i was told i have thirty months to 
live. my wife gave me the title, and i have been 
trying to keep her alive ever since my elevation, 
for nearly two years now she has suffered nearly every 
medical and mental indignity possible, including pneumonia 
and a psychosomatic version of lou gehrig's disease, 
whereas i have been in excellent health other than my 
terminal condition.
just like joe's brain cloud, my disease has allowed me 
to live like a king, when my wife and kids all suffered 
colds and flu last winter, i remained in saintly health, 
i now eat and drink what i like, including coffee, which 
used to kill my stomach in pre-disease days.
of course, i have sacrificed my arms and legs in my rise, 
and i have become the ultimate talking head, propped up 
in my throne lift-chair where i bark out commands in an 
ever fading voice. and when i am not understood, my voice 
ascends to an insane shriek and i drool and flail about 
until my balance or bent foot or itch is restored or 
satisfied.
miraculously though, a calm has descended upon me that 
allows me to live day to day in high spirits, i owe 
this present state to the horror and angst of my 
teenage years when i came face to face with death 
in the works of sartre and others. also, i was not 
raised a catholic. my wife, however, is irish catholic 
and cannot understand my calm in the face of so much 
potential suffering.
i try to get out every day in my power wheelchair, tooling 
in a new-found reckless abandon up the highway to greet 
people who are amazed at how well i look. and amazed 
at how heroic i am, keeping up such a pleasant front, 
i say, "well, i just want to have a good time."
given my wife's upbringing, she has at hand the ultimate 
solution to a good time. she raised me to sainthood, 
now she responds to my amorous advances, "how can you 
possibly want to do it at a time like this?"

Leo Mailman
Cape Elizabeth ME



MY LIFE AS A CAR

never return me 
the days of my life
ive gained too many miles 
along the sizzling back 
of this asphalt snake of a road
ive blown tires & gaskets & radiators 
& been hit by falling rocks
ive slept in ditches beneath rain 
& killed dogs & broken my rear view mirror
ive been detained detoured & 
covered w/red dust
matching the wind across the desert
my springs ache
my shocks are broken
my paint is rusted & peeling
heading uphill
toward the virgin white peaks 
of the continental divide 
i notice im low on fuel
theres bound to be a service station 
somewhere

POEM FOR THE WORKERS

even as the blade 
slices air above his head 
pig considers lunch

Note: This originally appeared as three 
large green & white banners across our 
second-story duplex. It lasted nearly 
two weeks before someone tore it down.
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POEM FOR A COCKTAIL WAITRESS
AT THE IMPERIAL LOUNGE, FINDLAY, OHIO, 1985

all the insurance guys here 
eyes wide
& wet as sucked nipples 
in some salesman's dream 
you melt them 
w/a centerfold look 
as you take their money 
for whiskey water & beer.
for these guys 
its eating lasagna 
w/zip-lock baggies 
on their tongues.
& for you it's tips 
a chance to fuck around 
on yr hot rod boyfriend 
w/out having to spread 
yr long tan legs.

—  Pat McKinnon 
Duluth MN

BECOMING A LONG BEACH BOY

today i received an honor i'll cherish as much 
as Mister Roberts did his medal of the palms.
the three blacks in my intro to lit class asked me 
to join them for a few beers at the campus pub. 
i did.
we talked about the beautiful women in class 
and on campus; they revealed their secret source 
for additional dates; a nearby two-year 
fashion school for women only. they also 
mentioned the literature they enjoyed. one said 
he wanted Death of a Salesman never to end. 
another favored Conrad's "Youth." the third 
opted for Kafka's "Bucket Rider," but they 
seemed to derive more pleasure from the reading 
than the rest of the class combined. i suggested 
perhaps it was because they had a few more 
experiences than their middle-class counterparts, 
a chorus: right on!
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it wasn't my observation that made the day 
but rather for the few hours we sat together 
they treated me as their equal.

A SLIDE INTO THE PACIFIC

Helen Glide is handsome, stylish, and all woman.
she grew up tough in a Chicago ghetto,
fought off rapists, pimps, and muggers.
streetwise, she supported herself as a nude model
while mastering two degrees at Boulder, Colorado.
by 27, she had transformed herself into a
sophisticated Ph.D. from Chicago U., moved
west and 20 years later was living in a pleasant
condo with a Long Beach view. here was a real-life
Joan Crawford success story. "Not bad," Helen
thought as she sipped her nightly chablis,
a cork's pop above the Pacific's purr. "Not bad at all."
one night, a neighbor, southern born and southern 
rich, made an offer Helen could not refuse:
$150,000 cash on the wine bottle for an original 
$30,000 investment. Helen could T-bill herself 
into security. but the bubble burster came when 
la belle dame sans poesie explained the purchase:
"Ah'm olda now and simply cahn't travel as widely 
as ah previously could. Of course, ah have to have 
mah maid close by. I thought your apahtment 
would be a neat and tidy spot for her."
the low register in which Helen tells this tale 
proves that posing in the buff is a pedestal on 
which to build immunity against a variety of chills.

HIT IN THE HEAD

in the men's room on upper campus 
the newly installed, AIDS-inspired 
condom machine had been wrenched open 
its front panel flapping 
like a prudish tongue, 
the cupboard was bare.
what sexual Ahab frenzy had 
stirred this King Kong passion?
did the hot, little number in Anthro I 
whisper in his ear after a Dionysian
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slide presentation on pagan rites:
"After class tonight, in your van, 
but only if you have a you-know-what."
was the football squad's defensive team 
invited to an impromptu first victory bash 
after six losses into the new season?
was a diseased victim trying to deliver 
a message, make contact, so to speak?
was this merely the mundane, imagineless 
result of frat fellows on a scavenger search?
let us hope for some romance here.
perhaps our Hero inflated a few of the leftovers 
to buoy him on his return across the Hellespont 
after leaving lovely Leander thoroughly sated.

THE CAT ON KILIMANJARO

in Florence we lived in an apartment 120 steps high.
it was August so all portals stayed open.
from our rooftop sundeck we overlooked the entire city
mosquitoes thrived in the rarefied atmosphere;
local birds perched neighborly on the sills.
it's nice to be that high anywhere, 
but particularly in Italy.
one day we saw a cat roaming the rooftops:
no one knows what il gato was seeking at that altitude

—  Charles Stetler 
Long Beach CA

SPILLING

she sits by the yellow roses
she sits by the yellow bananas
she sits leaning against the sunlit wall
her hair is pale yellow
it shines with electricity
her bracelet makes bright flashings
as she talks and gestures
her full cup with the spoon in it
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ON THE SHAPE OF MY HEAD

one time when I had washed my hair 
you became so enamored of the shape 
of my head (like a sculpture, you said) 
that you had me sit for your camera 
my sudsy hair patted down to my skull 
while you took pictures of me 
at different angles

Joyce Odam 
Sacramento CA

BOB METROPOLOUS, SAFEWAY MANAGER

What saves this city from being everywhere else 
is that it's ten minutes from the sea —  
sailboats, mists and sunsets, gulls and shells; 
summers we rent a house at Newport Beach 
and I can forget I have to manage Safeway 
eleven months of the year. I'm someone else, 
a jogger by the morning swell and spray, 
a green man in the swaying deep who snorkels. 
Rising prices —  strikes —  can go to hell; 
that worried guy you see in his glass cage 
is swimming free and breathing through a gill 
or almost naked running off his rage 
at customers and clerks, and bringing home 
nacre from where Homeric breakers comb.

THE FACT

Both of them had arthritis, 
then doctors diagnosed 
in her, lymphatic cancer 
with only cobalt hope —
those years to earn this house 
secret among the trees, 
stereo, pool, their poodles, 
several color TVs
and he so stocked and bonded 
next year he could retire —  
everything they'd wanted —  
who could but admire



two begun with nothing 
working up to this?
America, America,
God had shed his grace.
Naked in the cabana 
to put them in the mood 
they drank vodka stingers 
and made what love they could
then reeled into the hot tub, 
too numb to feel regret, 
and almost joyfully 
boiled themselves to death.

—  Harold Witt 
Orinda CA

SOMETIMES A SUDDEN MADNESS

Many have gotten the thing to work, 
including Van Gogh
who got it to work more beautifully than most,
although the irony
of his all too human life
was that he doubted he had
when he walked into Dr. Gachet's garden
& blew the sun out of his head;
sometimes doubt flares up
like the sudden madness
of a blustering crow in the noonday glare, 
then it's good to remember 
the placid heron
that wades the beach just before dusk, 
its legs glowing like two radioactive rods 
as it stalks its dinner.

DEJA VU

We haven't met before,
so I suggest we continue the barroom talk 
with a getting-to-know-you literary game:
It goes like this, I say. For instance, 
what story would you read on a stormy night?
I get it, she says. I like to read W. W. Jacobs' 
The Monkey’s Paw on stormy nights.



Oh? I say.

When I go to the seashore in the fall 
I read Thomas Mann's Death in Venice.
Um, I say.
In Paris I read Fitzgerald's Babylon Revisited 
Unhuh, I say.
When I visit friends at their country house, 
it's Saki's The Open Window ...
I call the bartender & order another round, 
having this weird feeling 
that maybe we have met before.

THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MIDDLING

She replies to a mid-life query
with what she considers wifely support:
"I think the gray in your beard," she says, 
"makes you look more sexy as a poet."
I refrain from telling her a secret: 
that for as long as I can remember 
sex has been my chief interest 
with poetry taking second;
so, although her reply to my question was nice 
just more sexy would have been nicer.

THE DECLINE OF A WEST

Early on I was enthralled by Ivanhoe 
& the other novels of Sir Walter Scott, 
the stories & poetry of R. L. Stevenson & Poe, 
the pictorial magic
of illustrators like Arthur Rackham 
& the joys of playing baseball fairly well,
then upon reaching manhood I became 
enamored of Hemingway,
F. Scott, Hammett's The Maltese Falcon,
James M. Cain, Camus, Celine,
Dostoevsky, The Ring of the Nibelungs, 
BOcklin's paintings,
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the German Expressionists, 
later on, Eliot & Pound
& the metaphysics of the game of baseball,
but now, I'm content 
to dissect the poesy
in such lit mags as The Velvet Mouse Trap, 
the great athletic fiction 
of The Racing Form
& indulge myself in the abtruse art 
of the Sunday Funnies.

—  Richard M. West
Bainbridge Island WA

SEEMS TO ME

I'm having a hard time keeping the car
between the lines
and I don't care, and somebody
is going to buy one and I hope
it isn't me.
"You know, you're all over the fucking place,", 
she says.
And she's right too, I am.
I turn on the radio to drown her out.
I don't know why I'm still with her.
Maybe it's because of her criminal record 
and her fine taste in automobiles.

FIX

Driving down the road in a 20k car, girl 
at my side
doing in beer after beer, thinking
what did I ever do to deserve such luxury? It wasn't 
long ago
I was thinking of joining the Peace Corp, thought 
myself a poet.
Now
I sponsor 2 poor kids from the Philippines for 
32 bucks a month, and 
it's enough to get me by.

—  Matthew Boylan 
Bayonne NJ
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aboard the

Admiral Bragueton

singled out
in the middle of the ocean 
every man & woman on board 
hating him like a dog in vomit 
Céline says it was fictional 
the only paying passenger 
an object of hatred 
that's all it normally takes 
so much for terms like fiction 
not only does he pinpoint 
a universal problem 
he makes you laugh hard 
while you're noticing it

John Levin



white hot

I've been pissed off for so long
my body just throws heat
don't think it's been easy
to go from angry young man
it took more than a second degree burn
on the butt
to find appropriate objects for scorn
I have my faults naturally
but in the heat
of a self-righteous hate
it can be hard to remember
that I haven't exactly filled this world
with joy shooting from every pore

red stands for rage

Lon Chaney stares straight at you 
he has two stumps for legs 
one hand is balled into a fist 
his teeth are clenched
he worked at the most glamorous studio 
MGM
specialized in portrayals of the haut monde 
Chaney's characters hated the aristocracy 
they believed nothing 
knew nothing
& cared only about themselves 
he died in 1930
MGM continued with its elegant types 
lounging around in evening wear 
something for the suckers to dream about 
for a couple of hours
Warners was the only studio of 'the big 5' 
that dabbled in realism 
they never went too far 
after all
Jack Warner & his brothers
had a lot to lose
if they told too much truth
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mother trouble father friction

it's an obvious fact that some people 
can be extremely bad for your health 
even with the best intentions 
there's nothing more unnatural 
than to turn away from your family 
while they're beating your psyche to death 
the government won't investigate itself 
when it has you to play with 
parents won't give up their power 
bosses don't want to hear it either 
we're all watching each other 
& the judgments flow like gossip 
we all talk convincingly about something 
the actions don't seem to follow 
machines speed up
but we crawl along at the usual pace
it's been unnerving
but the rebound is sweet

mail addiction - the final obsession?

we know now 
it can strike 
anyone at any age 
the locked room 
the endless trips 
to the mailbox
desk drawers in constant motion 
the fights for 'time alone'
for me
it all goes back 
to that cardboard ranch 
from Roy Rogers 
that I 'sent away' for 
just a boy of 8 
it seemed harmless enough 
that first inner rush 
when the package arrived
now I know of course 
what it can do to a family 
& I work my addiction 
with renewed diligence
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violence is another type of infection

I move one of the cats off the chair 
so I can sit down
he then walks over to a sleeping cat 
& attempts to knock her off her perch 
it reminds me
of my paperboy days downtown 
there was an older kid
who used to give me some of his papers
he was a nice kid
I repaid him one afternoon
by kneeing him in the nuts
for no reason
other than curiosity
he was writhing on the sidewalk
a man came along to loosen his pants
things were never the same between us
around that same time
I had another friend
who came over quite often
we shot pool
did our homework together
one day I punched him in the back
hard
again for no apparent reason 
today it makes sense 
there was a lot of hostility 
directed my way
it came from my father & sister 
& from some guy who was living with us 
it also came from some of the kids at school 
I simply passed it along 
as wrong as that was

war means peace to the third power

it's all very well to speak of subtrahends
& planets lined up in Capricorn
peace usually means that you're not at war
we irritate each other
to an unbearable degree
but it isn't polite to say so
which means it's impossible to be honest
& get away with it
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a weekend in San Francisco

I hadn't seen my father in over a year 
he had moved to Brooklyn 
we had moved to Los Angeles 
although my sister & niece stayed 
in Boston
he sent me money to catch a flight to SF 
I was to meet him at the Jack Tar hotel 
he bought me clothes
we had pastrami sandwiches & dark beer 
Japanese food with saki 
I didn't talk much 
he had trained me well 
to SHUT UP
we went on the cable car 
saw Fisherman's Wharf 
he didn't yell at me 
it was a pleasant visit 
I didn't see him again for 3 years 
apparently my reserve hurt his feelings 
he was 50 at the time 
I was 15
it was all my fault 
I should've had more insight 
into his confused state 
taken charge of the situation 
been more of a father to him

showdown in the Gulf

Bob Hope has already made his appearance
it's another American spectacular
all that military hardware
gets the media all excited
here's a sentence from Colin Wilson:
"When the religion of a country ceases
to provide a discipline, we glorify the army
and the government."
he wrote that back in 1958
you won't hear anything like that
when you tune in
to the Showdown in the Gulf
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arthritis of the mind

from that first parental admonition
security stalks
I was 18 & living alone
my sister saw my confusion
she suggested I enlist
according to her
they would train me to be a photographer
I was trained to be in the security police
3 years of it
with a secret clearance
the logical move after discharge
was to become a state trooper
my father pushed civil service
that's what he would've done
if he had another chance
I passed the test
& became a mail carrier for about 3 days
the supervisor laughed when I quit
where else would I make that kind of money?
my father told me to come to New York
with all the skyjacking going on
the government was creating a new occupation
sky marshall
I passed the test but didn't follow up 
just as well since it went the way of the Edsel 
the T was looking for busdrivers 
I passed the test
& drove bus for a year before quitting
they practically pleaded with me to stay
it was the military all over again
instead of promising that 4th stripe
it was the guarantee of becoming a fulltimer
security is an illusion
any insurance man knows that

heavy

I found myself in northern Italy
surrounded by little towns
from A Farewell To Arms
& Nick Adams stories
in my late teens
just as the author had been
it was too much
I made Pamploma
saw the great Antonete & El Cordobés 
drank at Harry's Bar in Venice
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daiquiris of course
for three years I slept in barracks 
that had been occupied by Nazi officers 
did guard duty in their towers 
surrounded by barbed wire 
20 years after their defeat 
a Jew in their quarters 
it was too much
my head was swimming with all this shit 
I decided to buy a typewriter at the BX 
& learn how to write

on leave

I was tanned & fit 
Melvin was on the way out 
he was 25
my mother had taken him in 
when he was 16
now cirrhosis was taking over 
he died just before I left for NY 
I had one week left
since my plane to Italy left from NY
I decided to see my father
for the first time in 3 years
meet his new wife
they took me to Toots Shors
Radio City
where I saw Johnny Carson taping his show 
my last night
they took me to see Streisand live 
in Funny Girl
there was a young woman sitting next to me
who offered me some of her candy
she was alone & play hopping
my father kept nudging me to go with her
he thought she was some celebrities' daughter
I never asked
it was probably the best visit with him 
I ever had

survival technique

never let your mind kick you 
in the butt
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anniversary

51 years ago today 
how about that folks? 
give the little couple 
a great big hand 
no June wedding for them 
no sir
a nice cold January day in Boston
the groom has been dead
for almost a decade
let's give him a great big hand
she was a bookkeeper
at the Century restaurant
he drove for Checker cab in Boston
their song was Two Sleepy People
by Fats Waller
during the war he bought his own 
cab company
eventually he bought a Chevy dealership
crashed & burned
the marriage in tatters
after 17 years
they both found their future spouses 
while working at their respective newsstands 
his wife was a little older but wealthy 
her husband a lot younger 
but he had an inheritance 
& so it went
just another happy story 
from a Depression era couple

May 22nd

she used to luck out
mother's day & her birthday
a double shot in one month
shows like Family Ties
don't even come close
maybe they aren't supposed to
she'll be 74 on May 22nd
I used to love her a lot
it took me years to realize
that she's hazardous to my health
my father had been flayed alive
her second husband
20 years younger than she
tries to ignore her
or endure it in silence
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her daughter changed religions/husbands
stabilized now with 2 granddaughters
a house overlooking the beach
her son moved around
had lots of jobs/breakdowns
it was alcohol & women
in the midst of all this
was/is the family bully
endlessly congratulating herself
for being strong
for being a good mother
for being healthy & stable
for being honest
monologues are her specialty
it's taken me years
to give up my seat
at all of her performances

Monty wasn't all that jaunty

he had a sour stomach 
his burps were more like gasps 
he farted constantly 
gastric distress
his frustrations settled in his guts
by the time he reached his mid 50s
they had to open him up
found all that scar tissue
they had to remove a piece of him
as the years passed
they would open him up some more
then came the colostomy
he lived with that
until he could no longer
hold down any food
he summarized his appearance in one word 
Auschwitz
he kept telling me to kill him
but the idea of serving
on a chain gang in Florida
to alleviate the suffering of a dying man
seemed a little excessive at the time

grounds for optimism

the future is never more 
than one second away
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doors would open

I enrolled in college
the GI Bill money came every month
until I dropped out
the interviewer told me
I could be a William Morris agent
after four years of training
writing comes first was my reply
the man at the talent agency said
that I was very NOW looking
a biker film was about to start production
could I handle a Harley?
the answer was no
a secretary handed me a stack
of Beverly Hillbillies scripts
learn the characters she said
I never opened a page
a dj in Boston wanted me
to go down to DC
& write a show
for a club called The Cellar Door 
I said alright & wrote nothing 
open doors were distractions 
for one in pursuit 
of the perfect poem

the only poetry book store around

do you recall that scene from The Big Sleep 
when Bogart pulls a bottle from his pocket 
& Dorothy Malone closes her store for a while?

I started out as a customer
worked my way to the back room
& eventually married her
if anyone understood poets
she had to be the one
never never marry
just to keep your word
it can lead to asinine results
we had a fight right after the ceremony
about naming kids
she couldn't have in the first place
my throat was always sore
from the endless fights
she dismissed me as a Romantic
T S Eliot was her god
we were supposed to spend Thanksgiving 
with her family
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we had a fight & she went alone 
I wasn't there when she returned 
the marriage lasted 4 months 
since then
I seldom encounter anyone 'in the field'

$10

in 1971 I hocked a black star sapphire ring 
it was the only way 
to get out of Key West
ten dollars looked better than a kick in the ass 
it put some gas in the tank 
got us to Miami
where we were hired to work at The Flamingo Lodge 
in the Everglades
we eventually made it back to the northeast 
my mother noticed the missing ring 
I told her it was too big 
she said she'd have it fixed 
I told her the truth
she'd given it to me after Marvin Moncour's untimely demise
he hadn't meant much to me
his ring meant even less
if the ring was so important to her
she should've kept it
that ended that potential conflict
Dora Flynn gave me a pocket watch with inscription 
for one of my birthdays
even though I had told her I didn't like watches
Dora is out of my life
the watch was even tougher to shake
nobody was interested in a Calibrei
I took it to a hock shop where I was photographed
& finally unloaded it
for how much?
ten bucks

the boss

I remember when he started 
driving for Yellow 
nobody liked him 
it was his attitude 
sort of a combination 
spaceshot/great white father
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now he has 2 cabs 
& a few drivers 
including me
other drivers still come up to me
& ask why I'm working for him
one guy almost kicked his ass in the office
another one turned him down flat
I ran into a Haitian friend
who used to drive for Yellow
he remembered the boss
stealing one of his fares
& calling him a nigger as well
the boss likes to suck on his pipe
he constantly sets himself up
for a verbal haymaker
I land one every chance I can
he doesn't believe in abortion
according to him
life is sacred

just trying to read a little Nietzsche

I'm already $17 in the hole
the night man didn't gas up
combined with a $7 cab fare
to pick up the cab I drive
left me with 2 receipts
& a long wait
for a job
on Labor Day
I'm second on the stand
#194 joins the line
she works in an office
& owns her own cab
she loves the cab life
because she wants to be 'different'
I put down Nietzsche 
as she walks over
I listen to 5 or 6 cabdriving cliches
before she tells me
that I look like Gene Siskel
aside from the fact that I have more hair
a nonpompous attitude
& a better looking face
we're practically identical
she isn't the first to bust my chops
about the Siskel connection
the next one will pay
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it's all part of the fun

call me Mr Bill
I made the mile trudge at 4 this morning 

no cab
the night man showed up 12 minutes later

the temperature was 11 degrees & calm 
he had inane questions

"were you waiting out here?" 
what was I supposed to do at that hour?

after he left I discovered 
that he still had the trunk key 

a typical day so far
Cambridge cabs cannot pick up at the airport

which means that we add the exit toll 
to the fare

I go to the airport frequently 
it's either repeat the little phrase

about the exit toll to each passenger 
until I go out of my mind

or remain silent & hope 
that it will be included in the tip 

the toll is $1.00 
the fare was $13.50

he handed me $14.00
THANKS

you bet
an hour later I lost a $52.50 job

because a dispatcher had forgotten 
to mark me on a stand

when the next dispatcher came on 
he presumed the stand was empty 

& gave the job out 
it was a typical day

the standard shift is 12 hours 
I can barely do 6

did Ayn Rand eat bologna sandwiches for pleasure?

we'll never really know
she did consider herself
one of the last Romantics
she could get pretty wild up there
on the stand with Bird
those long drinking bouts with Buk
it was that Louise Brooks hairdo
one look & you knew
a wild thing
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voluntary sainthood

give me a 6 letter word
for martyrdom
the cheap sentiment
phoney sacrifice
hidden power trip
and general hypocrisies
are built right in
all that suffering & gratification
must be acknowledged
for a lifetime
most women would kill
for the chance
to be a mother

oh really?

we're often informed 
that our military 
is subordinate 
to a civilian government 
it's a nice fantasy 
when you realize 
that most of the budget 
is handed over
to that subordinate institution

Degas in Vegas

they'll correct you in a minute
it's to save you from embarrassment
if you believe that trash
there's only a chasm waiting for you
with an extremely hard C
you go around making Synge sound
like a syringe
we're talking big trouble
pronounce Pepys the wrong way
choke on Powys
you'll wind up in Vegas with Degas 
or worse
with Degah from Vegah
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whale belly in tweed

he's a mammal
which means he must be warm blooded
at one time
he owned 3 Irish bars
he still publishes
a very well funded poetry mag
in addition to sitting on the board
of the all highest
who determine the flow of grant money 
these days he's into making films 
he took my cab 3 times within a week 
at his suggestion 
I sent him work 
at his home address 
he also hinted
that it doesn't hurt to know someone 
when applying for a grant 
I sent him work
although he didn't know me from spit 
a year later
he was on his way to Beacon Hill
to meet with David Mamet
I told him my work hadn't been returned
he still couldn't admit
that he didn't know who the hell I was
in any case
it wouldn't have mattered 
since a sase was enclosed 
I thank you sir 
for all the hot air

rally for rent control

it was cold & damp
not a good day
to be homeless
after 20 years
rent control in Cambridge
is still being attacked
on the local news & elsewhere
39% are low income in this city
thousands of units have been lost
to Harvard
to condo conversions 
to landlords with loopholes 
the construction never stops here 
some of us turned out today
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to share horror stories 
lend support
a local poet with scarf & beret 
read a few of her things 
they weren't much
compared to her superior attitude
she split without listening
to the other speakers
it's like when Bob Hope
deigns to appear on the Tonight Show
for just a few minutes
one of her things can be found
in WR #108
don't miss it

3 words of gentle advice

I've been watching them for years 
with their canes & crutches & walkers 
struggling 
to get in & out
trying to find the door handle
unable to pull it open
or to slam the door shut
they just keep coming & going
with the same rueful smile
they look up at me & always say:
"Don't get old."
they don't offer much hope
for serenity
in this country
life just gets harder
as one ages

the denial factor

you could see it operating
when Reagan ruled
a face full of wrinkles
but no gray hair
the problem goes deeper
failure is seldom acknowledged
there's lots of talk
about taking responsibility
for one's actions
but it doesn't really happen
here's a collective example:
80 million Germans under Hitler
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none of them knew 
what was going on 
in those camps 
here in Cambridge
there's a huge banner in Central Sq
GOD BLESS OUR TROOPS
MAY THEY ALL RETURN HOME SAFELY
human concern is implicit
but for whom?
our troops of course
let everyone else rot in hell
why not admit it?
religion has not taken hold
nothing else of importance has either
except the usuals
me myself & I
oh yes
you too
once in a while

rebuilt psyche

blame it on my past 
or the influence of Colin Wilson 
perhaps I listened to Lenny's records 
too often
maybe it was a woman
who managed to get underneath
my intricate security system
a young man with an open trusting nature
in search of goodness
is just begging for hard'"times
I soaked up so much shit
it recoiled
not once
more like a half dozen times
in a period of 14 years
it was enough
to keep me
sorting it out
for the rest of my life

one of those American koan moments

just because I've driven 
cab

doesn't mean I know anything 
about cars
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down for the third time

she's been examined 
biopsied
misdiagnosed by her regular doctor
lasered twice
now she's recovering
from a skin transplant
dysplasia likes young women
it's hard for her to walk
the draining process is interminable
she has a positive attitude
a little depression here & there
it's only natural
3 times now
it's come back
next week she goes in
for an examination
her present doctor is optimistic
I try to be
she's the finest person I've ever known 
the dissonant sound of Cecil Taylor 
fills the apartment 
she's lying on her back 
right behind me
we're easing our way cautiously 
toward the 11th of this month

vote of confidence

my girlfriend is convalescing 
propped on her side 
with a 550-piece puzzle 
of four parrots
she's talking about her brother 
& the reason that he switched 
from stand-up to ensemble comedy 
"He wasn't getting anywhere like you 
with your writing."

—  John Levin 
Cambridge MA
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THE BEAUTIFUL GIRL

Anywhere she sits 
in the railway station 
becomes 
a throne.

THE ARTISTS

we sleep on the floor
where the cockroaches say hello.
when we get hungry we reverse our paint brushes
and use them as chopsticks,
we use rain puddles as mirrors for our shaving
we begin work when the sun stops screaming,
then our cigarette ends become the only stars in the sky,
each morning we like to say the word "Abyssinia."
we have no veneration for the temples 
you so smugly consider solid
we carry our flamingo heads into new humidities, 
we have invented new instruments 
—  the fly piano, the chicken pillow,
we are arranging the collapse of neon, banking, dictionaries 
and a ballet for "No Standing Anytime" signs.
we believe in only one science, the science of Anything.
suicide has become stale beer to us. unpalatable.
we cast our vote with
the fortitude of the vagabond
and the licorice nakedness of Africa.
we only believe in democracy in the buying of drinks, 
there is only one vice from which we refrain —  
the vice of Nationality.
we write our poems upside down, hanging from the trapeze

of insomnia.
we have thrown the sleeping pill of Hollywood down

the storm drain.
we have no children —  
the existence of volcanoes
and parrots carrying rainbows under their wings 
are children enough for us
we do not accept your prisons, 
we do not accept the madhouse —  
their latitude and longitude of misery ... 
we will sail away from them through our art. 
we do not admire preachers
we admire the elastic man, the eskimo, the aborigine,

the hermit ...
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men who have no need for watches
men who have no need for shoes
those that dream of a new Madagascar
men who have learnt their lessons
under the truculent academy of the sun ....

THE PERFUME OF QUESTION MARKS
—  for Simon Killen

What's important?
I'd say
water and truth,
that our pilots are sober.
Comfortable shoes
rather than a map,
and hope
a small sparrow of hope 
rather than 
arrival.

WALKING THE STREETS OF PARIS (DECEMBER 1985)

The sky is janitor rag grey
the sky stutters tiny mouths of rain
the shop windows are pregnant with Xmas.
The lorry drivers look like lorry drivers —  
stubbled, cigarette nailed into mouth.
Their faces —  a fist of frustration, 
checkmated again as they always will be 
by Paris's narrow streets.
In front of the Dulac Detective Agency 
a man in plain street clothes passes 
with a large unwrapped slab of meat tucked 
up under his suit arm.
Simultaneously on the opposite side of the street,
arms swinging loosely, a woman carries her baby magnetized
against her chest via a half-zipped-up, tight leather

jacket ...
there seems to be a new wisdom on the steets.
At the Central Post Office I find it impossible 
to buy a postal cheque for 250 francs payable 
to the Consulate of the Central African Republic.
I walk past the Pig Foot restaurant 
but it is too expensive for me.
It features above the awning
a neon pig holding a wine bottle and a glass of neon wine. 
I enter a street I haven't walked down for 7 years
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and find a cafe without any customers and have 
two glasses of Arabic tea and a glass 
of creme de menthe with lemonade.
At the corner of rue Berger and rue du Louvre 
a tourist bus turns in front of me
the tourists stare out through the thick and tinted glass 
like dulled aquarium fish,
they make the very buildings ill with their 
air-conditioned fear.
They are gone as quickly as they came.
The churches clang iron sighs of relief.
I had planned a longer walk 
but the sky commenced 
another sermon of rain.
Back in my room,
lying back, hands triangled behind my head,
I thought, "What is Paris?"
It's a cigar 
it's a tambourine 
it's God and architects 
being frivolous
it's a city where I have knelt —
feverish pilgrim
amongst
its nectars
and nicotines.

12 MILES SHORT OF MEXICO

I dry-skated 'round the room,
I smoked about a hectare.
I scratched down
all my thoughts on paper
but they all flew off to be mosquitoes ... 
the case remained 
an iron egg.

I went down to where
all the bathing suits are broken,
flicking silver.
The newsboy told me he'd never seen 
so much lightning in a dress.
A hawk's beak between piano keys, 
a weather vane in the collection box 
and a pair of wide awake shoes 
were the only clues around.
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And the captain's
never been sober since he's been in dry dock 
and says
that whisky is just the devil's tears 
and it's always been that way.
The troopers got her just 
12 miles short of Mexico;
she looked like just so much pigmeat in a dish. 
The townsfolk had never seen such a 
pepper rain.

—  Peter Bakowski
St. Hilda, Victoria, Australia

DADA DENTISTRY

my dentist is a great guy and a wise-ass.
his wife is a beautiful woman
and a wise-ass.
they make it almost fun
to go to the dentist,
especially since, when we can time the appointment right, 
we end up eating carne asada afterwards and/or 
getting shitfaced.
carl enjoys embarrassing or entertaining his assistants
with references to the pubic hairs he is
ostensibly picking from my teeth.
he recoils like dagwood bumstead
from the fumes of the general anesthetic
with which i have been known to numb myself.
once he wrapped my moustache
around his polishing brush.
each time we get together 
we talk about climbing mount whitney. 
neither of us is doing anything 
to prepare himself for this ascent 
but, who knows, maybe one day we will 
get in touch on a friday afternoon 
and head for lone pine.
earl outdid himself last week when, 
to the dismay of the new assistant, 
he approached the chair with,
"i see the toad has been getting a little sun —  
or is that liver disease?"
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LIFE IS SO DRAMATIC SO DRAMATIC SO DRAMATIC SO DRAMATIC

"well look," i say, "if you should happen 
to change your mind, you know how to get in touch 
with me." and i give her a peck on the cheek 
and head back towards the bar,
where i hope that the redhead 
that i used to go out with 
hasn't left with someone else yet.
but the one standing next to the sports car 
calls after me, only half tongue in cheek,
"aren't you even going to look back,
just once, contemplating what might have been?"
so i look back long enough to say,
"i pay $31.80 a month for cable t.v."

•

she's a promising writer,
and the ending i've provided her with
is actually a better one for a contemporary story
than the romantic one that she was hoping for.
but i guess she doesn't realize that, because,
as i open the door of the bar
to discover that the redhead has gone home,
i hear from the parking lot
the threadbare burning of her tires.

LIFE IS HARD

it's getting harder 
to read (or write) fine print, 
it's getting harder to match 
names with faces.
it's getting harder
to think of anything new to say.
it's getting harder
to pretend everything's gonna be all right.
it's getting harder to laugh, 
not that things are any less laughable, 
and not that things are any less sad, 
but it's getting harder to cry.
our bones are getting more brittle.
the arteries are hardening. so are the eyeballs.
only one thing isn't getting harder.



A BRILLIANT DIAGNOSTICIAN WOULD HAVE SAID, "AHA, MY DEAR 
MAN, SO YOU DRIVE A TOYOTA?"

"i went to the doctor," i tell her,
"for my swimmer's ears."
"what did he say?"
"he said there were some strange kinds 
of scratches in there."
"did you tell him you clean your ears 
with your car key?"
"no, i just replied, 'scratched?' and he 
gave me some medicine."
"why didn't you tell him about cleaning your 
ears with your car key?"
"for the same reason i didn't tell him 
about my drinking or that i pick my nose:
because he'd tell me not to."

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA

A MENTION OF SOME LUCKY PAY-OFFS

one of the things about being a writer: 
people mail me boxes of good cigars; 
it doesn't happen quite often but it does 
happen a surprising number of times.
the cigars are mostly hand-made imports
from Nicaragua and this is how
I learned to spell
'Nicaragua' —
an interesting and poetic
word.
I smoke my cigars 
drink my wine 
and type.
I'm sure this is what they expect:
"hey, baby, I bet Chinaski is 
hunched over his typer now
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smoking
one of those long-filler cigars!"
as the night goes on
I get drunker and
the poems get more careless —
which is what I want.
and I suppose that the cigars do 
help,
and even cigar boxes fascinate me 
I don't like to throw them 
away, do you?
so I'm smoking this cigar and 
I'm a writer with a desk —  
it was here when we moved in —  
and
at the right end of this 
desk
there is this open cigar box 
lid resting against the wall 
and inside of the lid 
looking at me is 
a little oval painting in 
green, white, blue and yellow, 
brown, of
three men working in the
tobacco fields
with
a house, trees, the sky, the 
clouds
in the background.
it's good being a writer 
and being sent such 
magic gifts as 
these.
when it gets going 
well
there are sometimes 
sundry gifts 
such as women.
I'm sure that many of the 
women who went to bed with me 
did so because I was a writer 
but I only considered 
rejecting a few of them 
because of this 
foolishness.
I don't reject these cigars 
either;
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I think they improve the 
writing —
make the wine taste better 
make the fingers find the natural 
and easy keys.
this is a thank you poem, ladies 
and gentlemen, for the fine 
Nicaraguan cigars.
now
among this 
sacred blue smoke 
let me go on to 
other
subject matter.

FOR A MAN WHO WALKS AROUND MY TYPEWRITER VERY OFTEN

I'd piss on the moon and light a cigarette 
I'd call myself around the block and when I came to 
answer I'd punch myself in the face 
if I were Céline and if I were alive
Céline you magnificent dog
Céline I'll bet you beat your mother and if you had a 
brother you beat him too
Céline you flogged yourself Céline you drank water and 
walked in the sun
If I were France I'd call myself Céline
Céline you wrote with words that 
more than bit
more than chewed and spit out
more than laughed
laughed more than laughter
I'm not France 
but if I were France 
I'd call myself 
Céline

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA

LATE BULLETIN: There is now SURE, The Charles Bukowski 
Newsletter, $12/3 nos. fm. P.0. Box 40, Homeland CA 
92348. No. 1 has Ron Koertge and Steve Richmond pieces.



WORMWOOD'S EXCHANGE LIST
The following individualistic little magazines deserve 
readers and support. They have integrity in that they 
are not membership-required "vanity" mags, do not pro
vide "criticism" for money, and do not use gimmicks 
such as "contests." KEY: name/address (price of a copy 
or subscription) contact person. * indicates a new 
addition to our exhange list.
Abraxas/2518 Gregory St., Madison WI 53711 ($12/4 nos.) 
Ingred Swanberg. IF A.K.A. Magazine/P.O. Box 3100, Long 
Beach CA 90803 ($4/no.) Murray McNeil III. IF Alpha 
Beat Soup/68 Winter Ave., Scarborough, Ont., Canada 
M1K 4M3 ($5/2 nos.) Dave Christy. IF Art:Mag/5055 East 
Charleston (F110), Las Vegas NV 89104 ($2.50/no.) Peter 
Magliocco. J Asylum/P.O. Box 6203, Santa Monica CA 
93456 ($10/yr.l Greg Boyd. IF The Beloit Poetry Journal/ 
Box 154, RFD #2, Ellsworth ME 04605 ($8/yr.) Marion K. 
Stocking. JT Bogg Magazine/422 N. Cleveland St., Arling
ton VA 22201 ($10/3 nos.) John Elsberg. IF Chiron Re- 
view/1514 Stone, Great Bend KS 67530 ($8/yr.) Michael 
Hathaway. IF * Coffeehouse Poets' Quarterly/P.O. Box 
15123, San Luis Obispo CA 93406 ($8/yr.) Ray Foreman.
IF December/P.O. Box 302, Highland Park IL 60035 ($6/ 
noT5 Curt Johnson. IF Dog River Review/5976 Billings 
Rd., Parkdale OR 97041 ($6/2 nos.) Laurence F. Haskins 
Jr. IT Epoch/251 Goldwin Smith Hall, Cornell University, 
Ithaca NY 14853 ($ll/yr.) Michael Koch. IF Free Lunch:
A Poetry Journal/P.O. Box 7647, Laguna Niguel CA 92677 
($4/no.) Ron Offen. IF Ghost Dance/Dept. of American 
Thought and Language, EBH, Michigan State University 
(Bessey), East Lansing MI 48824 ($4/yr.) Hugh Fox.
IF * Going Down Swinging/P.O. Box 64, Coburg, Victoria, 
Australia 3058 ($16/2 nos.) Myron Lysenko. S' Guts/
P.O. Box 2730, Long Beach CA 90801 ($3/no.) Keith A. 
Dodson. S Gypsy/10708 Gay Brewer Dr., El Paso TX 
79935 ($14/yr.) Belinda Subraman. S Handing Loose/
231 Wyckoff St., Brooklyn NY 11217 ($T2750/3' nos.)" 
Robert Hershon. S Hippo/28834 Boniface Dr., Malibu CA 
90265 ($2.50/no.) Karl Heiss. f Hiram Poetry Review/ 
P.O. Box 162, Hiram OH 44234 ($4/2 nos.) Hale Chatfield. 
S Latuca/P.O. Box 621, Suffern NY 10901 ($10/3 nos.)
Mike Selender. S Laughing Bear Newsletter/P.0. Box 
36159 Bear Valley Station, Denver CO 80236 (unpriced)
Tom Person. S Minotaur/P.O. Box 4039, Felton CA 95018 
($12/4 nos.) Jim Gove. S * The Nihilistic Review/P.O. 
Box 1074, South Sioux City NE 68776 ($4/no.) Maxwell 
Gaddis. S On The Bus/6421 1/2 Orange St., Los Angeles 
CA 90048 ($24/3 nos.) Jack Grapes. S Open Letter/499 
Dufferin Ave., London N6B 2A1 Canada ($16/3 nos.) Frank 
Davey. S Open 24 Hours/707 South 20th St., Arlington 
VA 22202 ($3/no.) Buck Downs. S * Page 5/1455 West 
Prospect Ave., Appleton WI 54914 (free) Chris Halla.
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JT Pear 1/3030 East 2nd St., Long Beach CA 90803 ($10/ 
yr.l Joan Jobe Smith. y Poesia/Departamento de Litera- 
tura, Direccion de Cultura, U.C., Apartado Postal 3139,
El Trigal - Valencia 2002-EDo., Carabobo, Venezuela 
($15/yr.) Reynaldo Perez. y Poesia de Venezuela/Apar- 
tado Postal 1114, Caracas 1010A, Venezuela ($6/yr.)
Pascual Venegas Filardo. JT Poet News/Sacramento Poetry 
Center, 721 22nd St.(#4), Sacramento CA 95816 ($10/yr.) 
Patrick Grizzell. IT Poetry Australia/Market Place, 
Berrima, New South Wales 2577, Australia ($40/yr.) John 
Millett. y Poetry Motel/1619 Jefferson, Duluth MN 55812 
($14/3 nos.) Patrick McKinnon. 5 Rhododendron/879 Bell 
St., East Palo Alto CA 94303 ($15/yr.) Steven Jacobsen, 
y Slipstream/Box 2071 New Market Station, Niagara Falls 
NY 14301 ($7.50/2 nos.) Dan Sicoli. 5F The Small Pond/ 
P.0. Box 664, Stratford CT 06497 ($7/yr.j Napoleon St.
Cyr. JT Small Press Review/P.O. Box 100, Paradise CA 
95967 ($23/yr.) Len Fulton. y Sou'wester/Dept. of English 
Language and Literature, So. Illinois University at Ed- 
wardsville, Edwardsville IL 62026 ($10/yr.) Dickie Spur
geon. y Studies In The Humanities/110 Leonard .Hall, 
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana PA 15705 
$5/2 nos.) Malcolm Hayward. y Swamp Root/Rte. 2, Box 
1098, Hiwassee One, Jacksboro TN 37757 ("$”12/3 nos.) A1 
Masarik. y * World Letter/2726 East Court St., Iowa 
City IA 52245 ($4/no.) Jon Cone. JT Z Miscellaneous/
P.O. Box 20041 Cherokee Station, New York NY 10028 ($4/ 
no.) Charles Fabrizio. y Zone 3/Box 4565, Austin Peay 
State University, Clarksville TN 37044 ($5/yr.) Malcolm 
Glass.
USEFUL NOTES:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Complete Catalog: Spring 1991 - Curbstone Press (Latin 
American writers and issues) write for copy fm. 321 Jack- 
son St., Willimantic CT 06226. y Northwest Poets &
Artists 1991 Calendar, easily the best produced calendar 
for those interested in modern poetry and art, fresh and 
lively, $9.95 fm. Bainbridge Island Arts Council, 261 
Madison South, Bainbridge Island WA 98110. 5 1991 Poet's
Market (Judson Jerome), realistic advice and absolutely 
essential for the neophyte, $19.95 fm. Writer's Digest 
Books, 1507 Dana Ave., Cincinnati OH 45207.
SPECIAL ANTHOLOGIES::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Conductors of the Pit (works of Rimbaud, Vallejo, Cfesaire, 
Artaud & Holan, trans. by Clayton Eshleman)$24.95 fm. 
Paragon House, 90 Fifth Ave., New York NY 10011. y Erot
icism: From Sublime to Grotesque (edit. Dawn M. Betush'i 
$4.95 and Muses: Words Into Music (edit. Eileen Calliman) 
$5.95 fm. Comparative Literature Dept., Calif. State Univ
ersity Long Beach, Long Beach CA 90840. 5 Gardening the
Skies (edit. Michael Anania), unpriced fm. Southwest Mis
souri State University, Art & Design Dept., 901 South
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National Ave., Springfield MO 65804. ? Gridlock: An
Anthology of Poetry About Southern California (edit.
"Elliot Fried) $9.95 fm. Applezaba Press, P.0. Box 4134,
Long Beach CA 90804. 5 Invocation L.A. (urban multi
cultural poetry edit. M.T. Clinton, S"I Foster and N. 
Quinonez) $8.95 fm. West End Press, Box 27334, Albuquer
que NM 87125. 5 New Directions: 53 (edit. J. Laughlin)
$24.95 fm. New Directions, 80 Eighth Ave., New York NY 
10011. ? Sisyphus Lives (edit. Douglas Goodwin) $4 fm.
Apemantus Press, 1501 First Ave. N., Seattle WA 98109. 
y The Sky's Own Light (Alaska poems edit. Joanne Townsend) 
$3 fm. Minotaur Press, P.O. Box 4039, Felton CA 95018.
SPECIAL RECOGNITION:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
George Zabriskie (1918-1989), celebratory pamphlet for a 
unique, perceptive man, fm. Deborah A. Holmes, 1514 17th 
St. NW (414), Washington DC 20036.
MODERN CLASSICS:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Gerald Haslam's That Constant Coyote, unpriced fm. Uni
versity of Nevada Press, Reno NV 89557 and Coming Of Age 
in California, unpriced fm. Devil Mountain Books, P.O. Box 
4115, Walnut Creek CA 94596. J Bibliography On The Work 
Of Gerald Locklin: 1963-1990 (Mark Weber) very well done 
with added commentary by Charles potts, Ray Zepeda, Leo 
Mailman, Alan Catlin, etc., $4 bargain fm. Zerx Press, 318 
Fourth Ave., Salt Lake City UT 84103. 5T Gerald Locklin's
The Rochester Trip $4 fm. Vergin' Press, 10708 Gay Brewer 
Dr., El Paso TX 79935 and tHE ILLEGITIMATE sON oF mR. mAD- 
MAN $4.95 fm. Slipstream, Box 2071, New Market Station, 
Niagara Falls NY 14301. Richard Morris' Misshapen Ba
nana $3.50 fm. e.g., 3232 Taraval St. (#7), San Francisco 
CA 94116. ? Steve" Richmond's Aphrodite Rising $6.50 fm.
Guerilla Poetics Inc., 879 Bell St., East Palo Alto CA 
94303. 5T Rafael Zepeda's Horse Medicine And Other Stories 
$10.95 fm. Applezaba Press” Box 4l3l, Long Beach CA 90804.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
George Benet's A Short Dance In The Sun $9.95 fm. Lapis 
Press, 589 N. Venice Blvd., Venice CA 90291. ? Alan
Catlin's Bar Wars, unpriced fm. Kindred Spirit Press, St. 
John KS 67576. f Allen Ginsberg: The Man/The Poet On 
Entering Earth Decade His Seventh (Kaviraj George Dowden), 
unpriced fm. Alpha Beat Press, 58" Winter Ave., Scarborough 
Ont. M1K 4M3, Canada. JT Albert Goldbarth's Popular Culture 
$9.95 fm. Ohio State Univ. Press, 180 Pressey Hall, 1070 
Carmach Rd., Columbus OH 43210. 5 Robert Head's 4 Poems
$1 fm. Bookstore, 104 S. Jefferson, Lewisburg WV-24901.
5 Lyn Lifshin's The Doctor Poems $9.95 fm. Applezaba Press, 
P.O. Box 4134, Long Beach CA 90804. JT Robert Nagler's 
Sermons In Leather and Video Tape From The Revolution, un
priced fm. Death Trash Press, 421 Park St., Oxford PA
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19363. y Kurt Nimmo's Confessions Of A Small Press Hedon
ist , unpriced fm. Zerx Press, 318 Fourth Ave., Salt Lake 
City UT 84103, also his In Eclipse, unpriced fm. Smiling 
Dog Press, 9875 Fritz Rd., Maple City MI 49664. y Lucien 
E. Palmieri's Under The Shadow Of The Gun $13.95 fm. Van
tage Press Inc~ 516 W. 34th St. , New York NY 10001. y 
Louis Simpson's In The Room We Share $18.95 fm. Paragon 
House, 90 Fifth Ave., New York NY 10011. y Rafael Zepeda 
& Gerald Loclin's The Lincoln Nebraska Poems $4 fm. Vergin' 
Press, 10708 Gay Brewer Dr., El Paso TX 79935.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Hank: The Life Of Charles Bukowski (Neeli Cherkovski)$21.95 
fm. Random House Inc., 201 E. 50th St., New York NY 10022. 
y Robert Cooperman's The Trial Of Mary McCormick $6 fm. 
Slipstream, Box 2071, New Market Station, Niagara Falls NY 
14301. y Mark DeCarteret's Over Easy $3 fm. Minotaur Press, 
P.O. Box 4039, Felton CA 95018. y Denise Dumar's Sheet 
Lightning $5 fm. Terata Publications, P.O. Box 810, Haw- 
thorne CA 90251. y Erling Friis-Baastad's The Ash Land $5 
and Cendrar's Hand $3 fm. Alpha Beat Press, 68 Winter Ave., 
Scarborough, Ont. M1K 4M3 Canada. y Carolyn Grassi's 
Journey to Chartres $10 fm. Black Swan Books Ltd., P.O.
Box 327, Redding Ridge CT 06876. y Jim Gove's Not The 
Buddha $3 fm. The Norton Coker Press, P.O. Box 640543, San 
Francisco CA 94164. y John S. Hatcher's A Sense Of History 
$11.95 fm. George Ronald, 46 High St., Kidlington, Oxford 
0X5 2DN England. 5T Donald Kummings' The Open Road Trip $5 
fm. Geryon Press/Birch Bark Books, 4101 5th Place, Kenosha 
WI 53142. y Desmond O'Brien's 5 Poems $1 fm. The Bookstore, 
104 S. Jefferson, Lewisburg WV 24901. y Brent Reiten's 
Transient Sex $8 fm. author, 171 Lansdale Ave., Fairfax CA 
94930. y Leo Romero's Going Home Away Indian, unpriced fm. 
Ahsahta Press, Boise State Univ., 1910 University Dr.,
Boise ID 83725. y John A. Scott's Blair $16.95 fm. New 
Directions, 80 Eighth Ave., New York NY 10011. y Belinda 
Subraman's Halloween: Notes On Demons $4 and Home Is Where 
You Are $1.75 fm. Buzzard's Roost Press, 1002 La Quinta 
St., Las Cruces NM 88005. y Mark Weber's Dr. Simon, I Pre
sume $3, The Odes Of Big Web $3 and Hogwash! Stories $3 fin. 
Zerx Presi^ 318 Fourth Ave., Salt Lake City UT 84103.
RECOMMENDED:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Richard Amidon's The Fat Boy With No Imagination From Down 
The Block $4, Livio Farallo's Dead Calls And Walk-Ins $4, 
Elliot Richman's Fucking In Stupid Hope $2 fm. Slipstream,
Box 2071, New Market Station, Niagara Falls NY 14301. y 
Ron Androla's Nine back-to-back with Cheryl Townsend's Six 
$3 fm. Zerx Press, 318 Fourth Ave., Salt Lake City NV 84103. 
y William Burns' Pulse And Other Poems $8 fm. Talisman Press, 
P.O. Box 455, Georgetown CA 95634. y-Joe Cardillo's The 
Rock N'Roll Journals $6.95 fm. Stone Buzzard Press, P.O.
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Box 621, Suffern NY 10901. 5 Peter Thomas Curto's The
Asymmetry Of Structure $4.95 fm. Vantage Press, 516 West 
34th St. , New York NY 10001. JT Michael Hemmingson's 
Nowhere Is Safe $1 fm. Mofo Press, 1631 Walbollen St., 
Spring Valley CA 92077. 5F Donna Hilbert's Mansions $12.95 
fm. Event Horizon Press, Box 707, Orange CA 92666. 5
John McKinley's Mannequin Crematorium, unpriced fm. Con
ditioned Response Press, P.0. Box 38Í6, Ventura CA 93006. 
y Tony Moffeit's Luminous Animal, unpriced fm. Cherry 
Valley Editions, P.0. Box 303, Cherry Valley NY 13320. 
y Richard Robbins' London Underground $4 fm. Pearl Edit
ions, 3030 East 2nd St., Long Beach CA 90803. y Bill 
Witherup's Men At Work, unpriced fm. Ahsahta Press, Dept. 
English, Boise State University, Boise ID 83725.
RECEIVED::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Jack Collom's Arguing With Something Plato Said (A Few 
Environs Poems1 $7.50 fm. Rocky Ledge, 1838 Pine, Boulder 
CO 80302. y Leo Connellan's New And Collected Poems $12.95 
fm. Paragon House, 90 Fifth Ave., New York NY 10011. y 
Don Gordon's The Sea Of Tranquility $4.95 fm. Curbstone 
Press, 321 Jackson St., Willimantic CT 06226. y Luis 
Beltran Guerrero's Efemérides fm. Qta. "Angelino" Av. Sur 
10, Los Naranjos (via El Cafetal), Zona Postal 1071, Car
acas, Venezuela. y Kevin Hull's Native Grace, unpriced 
fm. author, 490 Island, Morro Bay CA 93442. y Linda King's 
I Danced With A Man Last Night $4 fm. Purring Press, P.0. 
Box 5196, Carefree AZ 85377. y Jack Shiner's Whispering 
Sands $6.95 fm. Stargazer Music & Publishing, P.O. Box 
34189-B, San Francisco CA 94134. y Joyce Guión Shipley's 
In Other Words $4.50, Little Words $2.50, Crow Dance $6.50, 
Cherry Red $3 and Ideas Of Their Own, unpriced fm. author 
15965 York Rd., N. Royalton OH 44133. y A.J. Wesley's 
Friends, Spies and Funny Prayers $13.95 fm. Vantage Press, 
516 West 34th St., New York NY 10001.
THE ANNUAL WORMWOOD AWARDS::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Since 1961, the Wormwood Awards have been named for the 
"most overlooked book of worth for a calendar year." The 
following awards are now official:
1986: Lyn Lifshin: The Camping Madonna At Indian Lake,

M.A.F. Press, Box 392, Portlandville NY 13834 
($2.50).

1988: Fred Voss: Goodstone Aircraft Company, P.O. Press,
P.O. Box 2730, Long Beach CA 90801 ($3.00).

1989: Jim Daniels: Digger's Territory, Adastra Press,
101 Strong St., Easthampton MA 01027 ($5.00).

The most recent announcements can be found in WR:99 
(1981-84, p. 118) and in WR:112 (1985, 1987, p. 135). 
Suggestions are being accepted for 1990.
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The edition of this issue has been limited to 700 number
ed copies, the first 70 being signed by John Levin. The 
copy now in your hand is: 531

THE PATRONS OF WORMWOOD CURRENTLY ARE:

WORMWOOD subscriptions are now $8/4 nos./year to all in
dividuals and $10/4 nos./year to all institutions. A 
patron's subscription (when available) is $24 for four 
issues with poet-signed center-sections or chapbooks.
Free inspection copies are not available because of our 
very limited press run; however, copies may be purchased 
at $4/copy including first-class postage. Back issues 11, 
14-23, 25-44, 46-52, 54-58, 60-62, 64-65, 68-70, 72-84, 
86-91, 93-94, 96-102, 104-105, 108-109, 112-121 are $4/ 
issue postpaid. Microfilm volumes of the mag are available 
from University Microfilms, 3101 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor MI 
48106. WORMWOOD contents are indexed in Index Of American 
Periodical Verse (Scarecrow Press, P.0. Box 656, Metuchen 
NJ 08840), Annual Index To Poetry In Periodicals (Roth 
Publishing Inc., 185 Great Neck Rd., Great Neck NY 11021) 
and American Humanities Index (Whitston Publishing Co.,
P.0. Box 958, Troy NY 12181).
WORMWOOD mailings are done at no fixed times and a single 
mailing can consist of 1-4 issues. Nevertheless, our 
subscribers are guaranteed to receive 4 issues in a year's 
time. The press cannot respond to subscriber claims when 
the issues in question have not been released for mailing 
to all subscribers. Please keep us informed of changes in 
address, since the Post Office usually will not forward 
and will only rarely provide the new address even when re
quested. If addresses are kept current, delivery of paid 
copies to our subscribers is guaranteed up through and in
cluding issue 132 (1993). WORMWOOD will not knowingly 
reprint an already published work. WORMWOOD:121 composition 
was completed: 28 April 1991. Printed by: Creative Print- 
ing/Printwell Press, 2232 Stewart St., Stockton CA 95205.

Allen Berlinski 
Dr. Stuart W. Bloom 
James J. Camp III 
Anonymous: J.C.
Lloyd R. Gág
In Memoriam: 2-Ton Tony Galento
David D. Ginsburg
David Goldstein
R.C. Gross
Tim Jelinek
Anonymous: D.H.L.
Anonymous: G.I.L.
Cathy Lynn

In Memoriam: P.J.M. 
Craig G. Myers 
Terry Persun 
Donald R. Peterson 
Stephen Ramirez 
Anonymous: S.A.R. 
David Rose 
In Memoriam: Ruffian 
Dr. Marvin A. Sackner 
Samuel A. Smith 
David P. Widup 
Sean Williams 
Herb Wrede
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